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Right: When interior designer Laura Church Wil
merding bought this 1917 Colonialstyle house in 
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, she knew she’d have 
to brighten the northfacing living room. Yellow 
Fulham Strié wallpaper by Christopher Norman, 
warm white painted furnishings, and a sprinkling 
of purple did the trick. She upholstered an antique 
fauteuil in Dedar’s Ikat and plumped the Swedish
style settee with a pillow in Missoni’s vibrant Mogle.
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In the fresh, buoyant 
living room, Wilmerding 
reused and reuphol
stered many pieces from 
her previous homes. 
She removed the skirt 
and tapered the leg on 
a Curran armchair and 
covered the piece in 
Dedar’s Flair, the same 
fabric she used on the 
custom tufted sofa 
and Billy Baldwin–style 
slipper chair. The linen
wrapped Mingstyle 
coffee table came from 
her former family  
room. The upholstered 
Lucite ottoman is from 
Furn & Co.

What these coloRs say

Soft yellow paired 
with muted violet is a 
healing combination, 

revealing you as 
an optimist with 

keen intuition and 
an uncanny ability to 
assess situations and 
people. You can fulfill 
others’ needs or make 
them feel important— 

without them ever 
having to say a word. 

Kate Smith, Color Expert
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MiMi Read: There’s definitely an airy, 
girly allure going on here. Where does 
that come from?
Laura CHurCH WILMerDINg: It’s funny— 
I never loved the outside of my house. 
I always felt that the facade was 
gloomy, cold, and too square. But I 
loved that it sits on one-and-three-
quarters acres and that the mas-
ter bedroom is big, open, and sunny. 
Nothing’s perfect, so we bought it. I 
wanted to create something bright 
and dynamic on the inside, yet calm-
ing at the same time. I did it with a 
fresh, light palette and by using lots 
of patterned wallpaper.
Butter yellow, purple, beige, brown, 
offwhite, putty, gray—your living 
room has at least seven colors in it. Yet 
you’ve combined them all with such a 
light touch.
I always thought I’d have a beige and 
white living room, really neutral. But 
when I first walked into this room, it 
asked for yellow. It was big and dark. 
Yellow seemed powerful, strong, and 
vibrant. So I chose this yellow wall-
paper with a subtle strié. Then I fell 
in love with a fabulous lavender ikat. 
I brought it home and realized, ‘Oh 
my gosh, I love yellow and purple 
together!’
How did you decide to splash that fabric 
on the antique chair?
At first I considered making curtains 
with it. But I didn’t want the room to 
scream va-va-voom when you walk in, 
so I upholstered one old fauteuil in it 
instead. My rule of thumb is, When 
you find a great fabric, use it once. 
Let the piece be special. After that, 
I spread purple around the room in 
measured doses, on pillows and wood-
frame chairs. Those purple fabrics 
all have a slight sheen, so at night the 
whole room glows and sparkles.
The painted furniture also helps pull 
everything together. Not a single piece 
of brown furniture here!
Trust me, we’ve inherited plenty of 
big, brown furniture. But most of it 
has made its way up to the third floor. 
It’s too staid and heavy for me—not 
what I want to see when I wake up in 
the morning. Painted furniture feels 
more graceful and lively.

How many wallpapers did you use in all?
I used six, and I could have kept going! 
I was a wallpaper addict at the time. 
Using pattern was a way to give these 
rooms movement, energy, and depth. 
The dining room is definitely dynamic. 
What does that black chest do for the 
space?
That chest happens to be the first 
piece of furniture I ever bought. I 
found it at John Rosselli in New York. 
I was 30 years old at the time, and 
buying it was a big deal for me. I was 
drawn to its strong lines, geometries, 
and strong impact—and I still am. It 
adds some weight and a graphic qual-
ity to the room, which is so airy and 
full of pattern and movement.
That ruffle on the dining room curtain is 
wildly romantic.
There’s one main window in the room, 
so it needed to have a lot of presence. 
But at the same time I didn’t want the 
curtains to compete with the wall-
paper. I immediately thought of the 
great decorator Miles Redd and all 
of his luscious curtains. By chance, I 
bumped into Miles at one of my favor-

ite New York decorating stores on a 
buying trip. It was fate! He kindly 
gave me the name of the source for 
the ruffle, and I found out that the 
workroom is the same one that makes 
Oscar de la Renta’s dresses. I always 
try to put something fashionable and 
flirty into a room.
It does look like a party dress! But you 
moved on to a more masculine feel—
and a darker color scheme—in your 
husband’s study.
I wanted this to be a place where my 
husband felt 100 percent at home—
where he could kick back and watch a 
Patriots game or share a scotch on ice 
after dinner with friends. This is the 
one room with a bit of brown wood—
those two African-style drum tables. 
I love a red and brown library. It’s like 
an Albert Hadley room—very old New 
York—and I added the suzani fabric 
with deep purple in it to mix it up. The 
patterned pillows add an ethnic feel, 
sort of like a Moroccan den.
I also noticed pattern in your kitchen. 
Did you know that the pattern of your 
tile backsplash is the same as a tradi
tional double wedding ring quilt?
I did not. What a riot! I just saw it 
and loved the colors—pale blue and 
white. The bone-colored grout makes 
it look a little old-world and keeps the 
room from screaming ‘bright, white 
kitchen.’ I used pattern here because 
all the other rooms had movement, 
and it would have been strange to 
have a completely flat kitchen.
I love the winding, flowery wallpaper 
in the master bedroom. and there’s an 
offhand charm to the way you’ve layered 
more pattern against it.
I love the juxtaposition of the more 
organized floral of the headboard fab-
ric with the breezy, dancing pattern 
of the wallpaper. It’s like an English 
garden with different-sized flowers, 
colors, and textures layered on top of 
each other.
So it’s your indoor Sissinghurst?
It was designed to get me through 
the New England winters. I brought 
in the cool and warm colors of sum-
mer: blue, aqua, fern green, acid yel-
low, and gray. So soothing and fresh!

above: Nina 
Campbell’s 
scrolling Fan
dango wallpaper 
enlivens the entry. 
a console from 
robert Lussier, 
its legs and base 
faux finished in 
a gray and white 
strié. opposite: 
1. Wilmerding 
added oomph to 
her dining room 
with Osborne & 
Little’s Jangala 
rose wallpaper. 
Dining chairs from 
Classic Imported 
Design look 
ethereal in Nina 
Campbell’s Deau
ville.  2. a chest 
from John rosselli 
is topped with a 
similarly geomet
ric Vero mirror 
from Worlds away.  
3. a double ruffle 
dresses up cur
tains in a Kravet 
silk.

Produced By olGa naiMan

ValSPar
Beach Bl anket 6002-9B

ValSPar
SilVer leaf 4006-1a

ValSPar
BiStro white 7006-4

What these coloRs say

Celadon indicates 
that you are a good 
listener, have genuine 

compassion, and 
allow others to express 
their hopes and fears. 

Adding in gray—a 
color of compromise 

and wisdom—suggests 
you are the stabilizing 

influence in many 
situations. 

Kate Smith, Color Expert
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1. a blizzardwhite Caesarstone island is the 
central gathering spot in the kitchen. Walls 
are patterned with tile from ann Sacks. 
White lacquer cabinetry by Italian Interiors 
repels finger prints.  2. a turquoise Le Creuset 
braiser on a Viking range.  3. Wilmerding cre
ated a cozy library for her husband, painting 
walls Benjamin Moore’s Branchport Brown 
and using two Cameroonstyle drum tables 
from West elm instead of a coffee table. The 
Lee Industries sofa is upholstered in Hinson’s 
edgartown and piled with ikat pillows by Mad
eline Weinrib.  4. In company with the sofa,  
a bergère is upholstered in Marrakesh by 
Mokum Textiles. opposite: In the breakfast 
room, Wilmerding paired a pedestal table from 
her childhood home with vintage dining chairs 
she found at the Stamford antique & artisan 
Center and had covered in S. Harris’s Pivotal, 
a robin’segg blue vinyl. She lived with a bare 
bulb for a long time before finding the bub
bly 1960sstyle light fixture, Perle by Oggetti.
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above: Lighthearted Clianthus wallpaper by Nina Campbell creates a perpetual summer in 
the master bedroom. Wilmerding tossed in a handful of other patterns for a casual feeling. 
The headboard and chair with matching ottoman are upholstered in Colefax and Fowler’s 
Lincoln floral; the bench is covered in Jane Shelton’s Vermicelli Square. White linen roman 
shade with pinched corners is tailored yet soft at the same time. opposite: Wilmerding 
found the yellow dresser at the Stamford antique & artisan Center. The lidded sea urchin 
jars are from Icon group at Boston Design Center. for More detailS, See reSourceS


